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Abstract. The response of East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) precipitation to long term changes in regional anthropogenic aerosols (sulphate and black carbon) is explored in an atmospheric general circulation model, the atmospheric component of the UK High-Resolution Global Environment Model v1.2 (HiGAM). Separately, sulphur dioxide (SO₂) and black carbon (BC) emissions in 1950 and 2000 over East Asia are used to drive model simulations, while emissions are kept constant at year 2000 level outside this region. The response of the EASM is examined by comparing simulations driven by aerosol emissions representative of 1950 and 2000. The aerosol radiative effects are also determined using an off-line radiative transfer model. During June, July and August, the EASM was not significantly changed as either SO₂ or BC emissions increased from 1950 to 2000 levels. However, in September, precipitation is significantly decreased by 26.4 % for sulphate aerosol and 14.6 % for black carbon when emissions are at the 2000 level. Over 80 % of the decrease is attributed to changes in convective precipitation. The cooler land surface temperature over China in September (0.8 °C for sulphate and 0.5 °C for black carbon) due to increased aerosols reduces the surface thermal contrast that supports the EASM circulation. However, mechanisms causing the surface temperature decrease in September are different between sulphate and BC experiments. In the sulphate experiment, the sulphate direct and the 1st indirect radiative effects contribute to the surface cooling. In the BC experiment, the BC direct effect is the main driver of the surface cooling, however, a decrease in low cloud cover due to the increased heating by BC absorption partially counteracts the direct effect. This results in a weaker land surface temperature response to BC changes than to sulphate changes.

The resulting precipitation response is also weaker, and the responses of the monsoon circulation are different for sulphate and black carbon experiments. This study demonstrates a mechanism that links regional aerosol emission changes to the precipitation changes of the EASM, and it could be applied to help understand the future changes in EASM precipitation in CMIP5 simulations.

1 Introduction

Monsoons play a key role in global mass and heat transport (Trenberth et al., 2000). The Asian monsoon (including both the Indian monsoon and East Asian monsoons) is the strongest monsoon system due to the combination of thermal contrast between the largest continent and the Pacific and Indian Oceans and the presence of the highest terrain (Wang and Ding, 2006). It affects the lives of more than a third of the world’s population in South and East Asia.

Over the past several decades, rapid industrialisation over Asia has resulted in a dramatic increase in emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursor gases (Smith et al., 2004; Nozawa et al., 2007). Aerosols have the potential to affect precipitation by modulating radiation in the atmosphere and at the surface (Haywood and Boucher, 2000) and by changing cloud microphysics (Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989).

In recognition of the need to understand the variability of the monsoon and the industrialisation mentioned above, there have been a number of studies concerning aerosol and monsoon interaction in the past decade. Early studies considered only scattering aerosol, like sulphate (e.g. Boucher et al., 1998; Iwasaki and Kitagawa, 1998). An increase in scattering...
aerosols results in a negative direct radiative forcing at the
top of the atmosphere (TOA), which reduces the short-wave
radiation reaching the surface (also called “solar dimming”) and acts to cool the global surface temperature. During summer, the land-sea surface temperature gradient over India is weakened in the presence of sulphate aerosol. Since the monsoon is driven by thermal contrast between continent and ocean, any weakening of this would weaken the monsoon circulation and decrease precipitation. Even though different models and methods are used in different studies, the result that increased sulphate aerosol suppresses monsoon circulation and decreases precipitation over South and East Asia is a consistent conclusion (Boucher et al., 1998; Iwasaki and Kitagawa, 1998; Huang et al., 2007; Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008). In those transient climate change simulations which consider sulphate, the cooling effects of sulphate are found to partially counteract the effects of increased carbon dioxide on monsoon precipitation (e.g. Roeckner et al., 1999; Ashrit et al., 2003; Johns et al., 2003).

The role of carbonaceous aerosols in absorbing short-wave radiation over South Asia and the north Indian Ocean [the Asian Blown Cloud (ABC)] was identified by Ramanathan et al. (2001). Subsequently, many researchers began to consider the mechanisms by which absorbing aerosol affects the monsoons over South and East Asia (Menon et al., 2002; Chung and Zhang, 2004; Chung and Ramanathan, 2006; Ramanathan et al., 2005; Lau et al., 2006; Wang, 2007; Meehl et al., 2008; Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008; Ming et al., 2010). Most of these studies are based on GCM simulations which compare the results of experiments with and without aerosol effects. However, unlike the consistent results for sulphate aerosol, the results of black carbon (BC) studies are diverse. In particular, the results appear to differ depending on whether an atmosphere-only model or a coupled ocean-atmosphere model is used. In coupled models, the Indian monsoon is weakened as the meridional sea surface temperature (SST) gradient over the north Indian Ocean is reduced by surface cooling caused by the increased BC (Ramanathan et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2008). However, in atmosphere-only models, BC increases the precipitation over Indian subcontinent during summer monsoon season (JJA) because the ascent is intensified by atmospheric heating due to the increased BC concentration (Menon et al., 2002; Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008). Chung and Ramanathan (2006) compared the relative importance of the weakening meridional SST gradient over the northern Indian Ocean and the atmospheric heating due to BC. They concluded that the precipitation patterns were opposite for the two cases and that the weakening meridional SST gradient over the northern Indian Ocean dominated the precipitation pattern.

The above mentioned studies of impacts have focused on the Indian monsoon; so far there are far fewer studies focusing on East Asia. Those that do exist (e.g. Wang, 2007; Kim et al., 2007; Lau et al., 2006) have drawn different conclusions as to impacts of aerosol (both sulphate and BC) on the East Asian monsoon based on modelling studies. For example, Wang (2007) suggested that the BC heating in a few specific areas such as the east and the west Pacific regions can have a remote impact on the East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) by causing an “ENSO-like” effect on the atmospheric circulation. Kim et al. (2007) suggested that the direct effect globally increased sulphate emissions induces changes in the north Pacific storm track during boreal spring, which in turn changes circulation and reduces rainfall over central East Asia. Lau et al. (2006) suggested that rainfall is suppressed over East Asia as a result of large-scale sea level pressure anomaly, itself induced by the enhanced rainfall anomaly over India which is caused by the “elevated heat pump” mechanism. These proposed mechanisms are large-scale and not necessarily related to local aerosol change in the East Asian monsoon region, which is in contrast to the studies of the aerosol impact on the Indian monsoon. In this study, we will focus on whether local changes in aerosol can affect the EASM.

It is important to note that GCM simulations studies (e.g. Boer and Yu, 2003) suggest that the regional pattern of temperature response to a particular forcing cannot be mapped directly from the regional pattern of forcing. Changes in temperature and other fields seen in East Asia may therefore be influenced by changes to radiation and clouds in remote locations. However, in this study, both the global aerosol impacts and global responses of surface temperature have been examined and seem to be small outside the region in which aerosol emissions are changed (East Asia), therefore, discussion will focus on the regional changes over East Asia.

Experiments for sulphate and BC aerosols are carried out separately. The model descriptions and experimental design are given in Sect. 2. The changes in aerosol concentration and cloud properties are given in Sect. 3. The responses of the EASM in surface temperature, precipitation and circulation to sulphate and BC are given in Sect. 4. Conclusions and discussions are given in Sect. 5.

2 Models and Experiments

2.1 Models

2.1.1 HiGAM

The general circulation model used in this study is the atmospheric component of the UK High-resolution Global Environment Model (HiGAM), version 1.2 (Shaffrey et al., 2009). The horizontal resolution of HiGAM is 0.83° latitude × 1.25° longitude; vertically HiGAM has 38 levels and the top of the atmosphere is 39 km. HiGAM uses a non-hydrostatic, fully compressible dynamical core, with semi-Lagrangian advection. It is discretized horizontally on the Arakawa C-grid and vertically on the Charney-Phillips staggered grid (Davies et al., 2005). The
physical parametrisations in HiGAM are similar to those in HadGAM1 (Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model, with horizontal resolution of 1.25° latitude × 1.875° longitude) which has been summarised by Martin et al. (2006). Performance of the coupled version of HiGAM has been evaluated by Shaffrey et al. (2009), in which they noted that the higher resolution decreases SST errors, improves small scale coupling and the simulation of ENSO.

The precipitation in HiGAM is parameterized separately as convective precipitation and large-scale precipitation. The parameterization of large-scale precipitation together with large-scale cloud are originally described by Smith (1990). The cloud water content and cloud amount are calculated from specific total water content and the saturated specific humidity using a symmetric triangular probability distribution function. The precipitation is depleted from cloud water as soon as cloud water is condensed. The microphysical process is considered and represented differently for liquid clouds and ice clouds. The auto-conversion rate of cloud water to rain water in liquid clouds is linked to the cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). However, since less CCN act as ice nuclei (IN), the representation of precipitation of ice cloud use a constant value which is not link to IN. The convection scheme is based the mass flux scheme originally developed by Gregory and Rowntree (1990) with a modification to explicitly couple it to the boundary layer scheme. Unlike large-scale precipitation, in HiGAM, the aerosol cannot change convective precipitation microphysically.

There are four types of aerosol species included in HiGAM: sulphate, black carbon, biomass burning material

Fig. 1. Annual mean SO2 emissions. Units: kg(S) m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). (a) Emissions in 2000. (b) Same as (a), except that, within the inner box (5–60° N, 90–150° E), the emissions are in the level of 1950. A linear transition is applied between inner and outer boxes. Emission data is from Smith et al. (2004).
and sea salt. Biomass burning maerial is defined as the mixture of black carbon and other organic materials. Sulphur dioxide (SO$_2$, a precursor gas for sulphate) and BC are two major anthropogenic aerosol sources over East Asia (see Fig. 1a and Fig. S6). Biomass burning aerosol is mainly emitted from Southeast Asia and southern hemispherical continent (see Fig. S7). Organic aerosol is only represented in this model as a component of biomass burning aerosol. We anticipate that the missing organic and nitrate aerosol likely emitted from similar sources to the sulphate pre-curors leads to our results being a slight underestimate of the radiative impact of total scattering aerosol components. However, we concentrate on SO$_2$ and BC as the likely major contributors to an aerosol effect in this region.

Figure 1a shows the annual mean emissions of SO$_2$ in 2000 (data from Smith et al., 2004). East Asia (defined here as 5–60° N, 90–150° E) is one of the three strongest emission regions in the world, the annual mean emission intensity being about 39.5 Tg(SO$_2$) yr$^{-1}$; the other two important regions are Western Europe and the east coast of USA. Compared to the other two regions, East Asia has been a rapidly industrialising region since the 1950s, the increase of emissions has been dramatic. According to the historical emission data from Smith et al. (2004), in 1950 over East Asia the annual mean emission intensity of SO$_2$ was 3.5 Tg(SO$_2$) yr$^{-1}$; since then, the emissions of SO$_2$ have been increased by ten-fold in the second half of the twentieth century. However, over the other two intensive emission regions, the peaks of emissions appeared during the 1970s, and were twice the magnitude of emissions in 1950. BC emissions have a similar geographical pattern as SO$_2$, as both of them are primarily emitted from fossil fuel burning due to anthropogenic activities. According to historical emission data from Nozawa et al. (2007), the annual emission intensity of BC over East Asia in 1950 was 0.3 Tg(C) yr$^{-1}$, which increased to 2.4 Tg(C) yr$^{-1}$ by 2000.

The sulphate scheme is described by Jones et al. (2001) and Woodage et al. (2003), in which the precursor gases (SO$_2$) and dimethyl sulphate ((CH$_3$)$_2$SO$_4$) undergo chemical reactions with oxidants in the atmosphere to form sulphate aerosols in both gaseous (with hydroxyl, OH) and aqueous (with hydrogen peroxide, H$_2$O$_2$) phases. The oxidant fields are kept constant in HiGAM. They are monthly 3-D fields, produced from simulations using the Lagrangian chemistry model STOCHEM (Collins et al., 1997; Stevenson et al., 1997). In HiGAM, sulphate aerosols are treated as hydrophilic and can therefore act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Thus a change in sulphate aerosols can lead to changes in cloud reflectivity and lifetime through changes in the cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC). Sulphate aerosols are assumed to be in one of three different size modes: Aitken mode (median radius $r_{\text{Ait}} = 24 \times 10^{-9}$ m and geometric standard deviation $\sigma = 1.45$), accumulation mode ($r_{\text{acc}} = 95 \times 10^{-9}$ m and $\sigma = 1.4$) and dissolved mode (sulphate dissolved in cloud water droplets). The optical properties (single scattering albedo, mass extinction coefficient and asymmetric function) of the Aitken mode and accumulation mode vary with relative humidity, whilst there are no separately defined optical properties for dissolved mode as it is part of cloud water droplet. The optical properties as a function of relative humidity and wavelength are shown as Fig. S2 and S3 in the supplemental information. The black carbon (BC) scheme (Roberts and Jones, 2004) is different in that BC is assumed emitted as primary particles. BC emissions from surface are initially described as a “fresh mode”.

Two other two black carbon modes exist in the model, “aged mode” and “dissolved black carbon” in cloud droplets. Both the fresh mode and aged mode are assumed to have the same lognormal size distributions, with median radius $r = 40 \times 10^{-9}$ m and geometric standard deviation $\sigma = 2.0$. The fresh mode is however, hydrophobic whilst the aged mode has optical properties representative of an internal mixture of black carbon particles with hydrophilic material. The BC is treated as insufficiently soluble to act as CCN in the model. Therefore, the optical properties of BC are not sensitive to relative humidity. Finally, some aged black carbon becomes internally mixed with cloud water, forming dissolved black carbon in cloud droplets. The optical properties of black carbon used in this paper are shown in Fig. S4 in the supplement.

### 2.1.2 Edwards-Slingo radiative transfer model

An off-line radiative transfer model is also used in this work to estimate aerosol radiative effects. This is the same radiation scheme used in HiGAM. This model was first introduced by Edwards and Slingo (1996) (E-S code hereafter) and it calculates radiative fluxes by summing the results of a number of quasi-monochromatic fluxes, each carried out using a two-stream approximation.

To estimate the aerosol radiative effect in HiGAM, the single column version of E-S code has been expanded into a 3-dimensional version. The atmospheric state variables (temperature, pressure and relative humidity), various radiative agents (greenhouse gases, aerosols and clouds) on each grid point are taken from the monthly mean output of HiGAM. Myhre et al. (2002) pointed out that calculation of the radiative effect is sensitive to spatial and temporal resolution. The coarser the resolution, the more underestimated the radiative effect will be. The coarser resolution averages and smooths out the small scale relative humidity fluctuations, as sulphate optical properties increase non-linearly with relative humidity, the sulphate radiative effect estimated using smoothed relative humidity is smaller than the estimates with high value small scale relative humidity fluctuations. The aerosol radiative effects shown here use the monthly output of HiGAM. Therefore, the magnitude is likely to be underestimated, but it can still be used qualitatively to explain the different impacts from different aerosol species.

The definition of the aerosol radiative effect in this study is similar to the definition of aerosol radiative forcing in other studies, including the IPCC report (e.g., Forster et al., 2007;
Haywood and Shine, 1997). However, there are two differences between the effect used in this study and the forcing in others. Temporally, the radiative effect refers to the change in monthly (or even shorter time interval) net radiation rather than annual mean. Spatially, the radiative effect is a regional estimate over East Asia rather than global mean.

Three different aerosol radiative effects have been calculated in this study using the E-S code. The “direct radiative effect”, is calculated as the difference of net radiation at both TOA and surface due to the change in sulphate or BC concentration, but with the atmospheric state variables (temperature, pressure and relative humidity) and other radiative agents unchanged. The “combined radiative effect” of direct and first indirect effect for sulphate aerosol, is calculated from the difference of the net radiation at both TOA and surface by considering changes in both sulphate concentration and cloud droplet size predicted by the model. The “combined radiative effect” of direct and semi-direct effect for BC aerosol, is calculated the difference of the net radiation at both TOA and surface by considering changes in both BC concentration and in cloud cover change. Note that, since the changes in cloud cover and cloud liquid water content are not significant in sulphate experiment, only changes in cloud droplet size are considered in the off-line model. And since BC aerosol cannot act as CCN, there is no indirect effect considered in BC experiment. More details will be mentioned in the following text.

2.2 Experiment design

The experiments in this study are designed to explore impacts of aerosol on the EASM. Three experiments are carried out (see Table 1). In the Control experiment, global emissions of both SO$_2$ and BC are kept at the 2000 level. Sea surface temperature and sea ice data are from AMIP-II (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/amip/), greenhouse gases except ozone are given as fixed values, while ozone uses the time series of the Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in Climate (SPARC) program. More details of model configuration can be found in Martin et al. (2006); Shaffrey et al. (2009). In the SO$_2$-1950 experiment, SO$_2$ emissions at the 1950 level are used over East Asia (5-60° N, 90-150° E), but SO$_2$ emissions are kept at 2000 level over the rest of the world (as shown in Fig. 1b). In the BC$_{1950}$ experiment, BC emissions at the 1950 level are used over East Asia, while those over the rest of world are at the 2000 level. The Control experiment is an eighteen-year AMIP-type run (Gates et al., 1999), driven by observed monthly mean SST from 1983 to 2000. The SO$_2$-1950 and BC$_{1950}$ simulations consist of an 18 member ensembles of the period April to September, beginning in each April of the control run. The validity of this experimental design is based on the fact that the lifetimes of both sulphate and BC aerosols are short. In HiGAM, the global mean lifetime of sulphate is four days and it is six days for BC. Aerosol concentration in the atmosphere ad-

Table 1. Summary of aerosol emissions used in experiments. East Asia is defined as a region of 5-60° N, 90-150° E. In SO$_2$-1950 experiment, BC emissions are same as Control experiment. In BC$_{1950}$ experiment, SO$_2$ emissions are same as Control experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Aerosol Emissions over East Asia</th>
<th>Aerosol Emissions over rest of the world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>SO$_2$ in 2000</td>
<td>SO$_2$ in 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BC in 2000</td>
<td>BC in 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$-1950</td>
<td>SO$_2$ in 1950</td>
<td>SO$_2$ in 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC$_{1950}$</td>
<td>BC in 1950</td>
<td>BC in 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

justs quickly to the change in emissions and long continuous runs are therefore not necessary.

2.3 Evaluation of East Asian Summer Monsoon in HiGAM

Figure 2a, b and c compare the global JJA precipitation in HiGAM with the Globa Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) data version 2 (Adler et al., 2003). This dataset provides monthly data on a 2.5° × 2.5° grid for the period of 1979–present. The 850 hPa geopotential height and wind over East Asia compared to monthly ERA40 data (Uppala et al., 2005) are shown in Fig. 2d, e and f. HiGAM captures the global pattern of precipitation, and compared to models with lower horizontal resolution HiGAM enhances the precipitation over the coast the maritime continent and the southern slope of the Himalayas. However, over East Asia, the Meiyu/Baiyu/Changma front is weaker in HiGAM than in the observations, with an deficit also over India. Both these biases also exist in most of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model participants (Sperber et al., 2012). The weak Meiyu/Baiyu/Changma front is a result of a weak subtropical high over the western North Pacific Ocean. The excessive rainfall in the maritime continent and the deficit in precipitation over India may be related to a circulation that is too zonal across the Asian monsoon domain. However, HiGAM captures the most prominent features of the EASM, the Somali jet over the northern Indian Ocean and the subtropical anticyclone over the western North Pacific Ocean.

Figure 3 compares the annual cycle of precipitation averaged between longitude (107°-122° E). One key characteristic of the EASM is the asymmetric propagation of monsoon precipitation with an abrupt monsoon onset at the end of the May and a gradual withdrawal to the end of September (Hungh et al., 2004). As shown in Fig. 3, this asymmetry is well captured in HiGAM, except that the precipitation is stronger. In addition there is persistent precipitation over the southern China (between 20°–30° N) from February to May in both HiGAM and GPCP data. Tian and Yasunari (1992) refer to this as the Spring Persistent Rains over central China. The Spring Persistent Rains are caused by the
interaction between low level flow and the orography over eastern China. Due to HiGAM’s high horizontal resolution, the Spring Persistent Rains have been well captured compared to other models. Thus we believe that local and regional physical mechanisms are represented well in HiGAM although there may be some biases in the larger scale circulation pattern. Since we will be changing emissions on a regional basis, this model can be used, the biases notwithstanding.

3 Changes in aerosols and clouds

Figure 4a shows eighteen-year monthly and area-mean aerosol column burdens for sulphate and black carbon over East Asia in Control, SO$_2$-1950 and BC-1950 experiments. Due to the short lifetime and therefore the short adjustment time of aerosol concentration in HiGAM, monthly aerosol column burdens are different between the 1950 runs and the Control run soon after the start of the runs. The magnitudes of the column burden in 1950-emissions experiments are half of the magnitude in the Control experiment. However, as mentioned in Sect. 2, emissions in 1950 are a tenth of the magnitude of emissions in 2000. This difference between emissions and concentrations in the atmosphere indicates that the concentrations of aerosol in the atmosphere are also determined by transport, processing and deposition, and that these must also change in the 1950 experiments.

The column burden of sulphate (sum of Aitken mode and accumulation mode) in the Control run (the blue solid line in Fig. 4a) shows a clear seasonal variation, with higher column burden in the summer monsoon season (JJA) and lower values in the pre- and post-monsoon months. The higher column burden in JJA is likely due to more active photochemistry which produces more sulphate particles as the solar zenith
angle is smaller. The seasonal variation of sulphate column burden in SO$_4$1950 experiment is much smaller. Thus, the difference of the column burden of sulphate between the Control experiment and SO$_2$1950 experiment is bigger in JJA.

Figure 4b shows eighteen-year monthly area and vertical mean cloud droplet effective radius over East Asia in Control, SO$_2$1950 and BC$_1$950 experiments. Sulphate particles can act as CCN, and if we assume that cloud liquid water content is virtually unchanged, more CCN due to a higher sulphate concentration leads to smaller cloud drops, and vice versa (as shown in Fig. 4d). Therefore the size of cloud drop (represented by the cloud droplet effective radius $r_e$) should be anti-correlated with the concentration of sulphate in the atmosphere. The mean $r_e$ in the Control experiment ($7 \pm 0.2 \mu$m) is smaller than in the SO$_2$1950 experiment ($9 \pm 0.3 \mu$m). The cloud albedo is anti-correlated to cloud droplet size: smaller cloud drops make cloud more reflective. The radiation budgets at TOA and the surface are therefore sensitive to the changes in $r_e$, as we will discuss in more detail in Sect. 4.

However, the column burdens of black carbon in both Control and BC$_1$950 experiments do not show any clear seasonal variation (Fig. 4a). This is because BC emissions in HiGAM are derived from industries, therefore have no seasonal variation (BC emissions from biomass burning are small compared to from industrial emissions), also that BC is emitted as primary particles in HiGAM and its concentration depends more on physical conditions of the atmosphere rather than photochemistry. As BC cannot act as CCN in HiGAM, changes of BC column burden hardly effect $r_e$ and cloud drops remain at a similar size to those in the Control experiment (Fig. 4b).

Since sources of anthropogenic emission are mainly confined to the surface, and the lifetimes of both sulphate and black carbon are short, the vertical distributions of sulphate and black carbon are uneven with larger concentrations confined within 2 km above the surface (See Fig. S5 in the Supplement). This vertical distribution of aerosols makes the aerosol indirect effect on low level cloud more important than other types of cloud, thus the strong aerosol-cloud interactions in HiGAM occur at the bottom of the atmosphere.

Figure 4c shows eighteen-year monthly and area-mean low cloud fraction over East Asia in the three experiments. A similar seasonal cycle can be observed in Fig. 4c for all the experiments. Low cloud fraction decreases from April, stays small during JJA, and increases again in September when the EASM withdraws from the region under consideration. Yu et al. (2004) suggested that the larger low cloud fraction (mainly stratus) in pre- and post-monsoon season are generated and maintained by the frictional and blocking effect of the Tibetan Plateau. During the summer monsoon season, as more active convection is occurring over East Asia, mid and high-level clouds are dominant.
4 Climate responses of the East Asian Summer Monsoon

4.1 Sulphate experiment

Figure 5 shows the monthly change of surface temperature and precipitation averaged over East Asia; results are subjected to Student’s t-test and changes exceeding 95% significance are hatched. As sulphate has increased (Fig. 5a), both surface temperature and precipitation decrease in each month (Control minus SO₂,1950). Significant decreases of surface temperature occur in May and September only, while significant decreases of precipitation occur in June and September only. The surface temperature decrease in May is due to the increased low cloud cover with smaller cloud droplet size which significantly increases reflectivity in the Control experiment. However, there is no corresponding significant decrease in precipitation in May, because the EASM has not yet advanced over this region. The small change in precipitation (−0.2 mm day⁻¹) is mainly due to changes in local evaporation (−0.13 mm day⁻¹, shown as Fig. S9). Precipitation in June has decreased significantly by nearly 13%, however there is no corresponding significant decrease in surface temperature. The decrease of precipitation is distributed rather locally in June (not shown), and is mainly confined to southern China where the monsoon front is located. This decrease of precipitation in June indicates a delayed onset of the EASM due to cooler land surface temperatures in May and a weaker monsoon onset. In September, both surface temperature and precipitation show the biggest decrease. However, as monsoon precipitation is dominated by convection, which could occur above the aerosol layer, and as monsoon precipitation has strong inter-annual variations, the impacts of aerosol in these experiments are not significant on the EASM during JJA. These changes in surface temperature and precipitation in each month are related to aerosol radiative effects.

The black lines in Fig. 6a and b show the monthly sulphate direct radiative effect at TOA and the surface averaged over East Asia (20–45° N, 100–122° E). Sulphate exerts a negative radiative effect over East Asia as SO₂ emissions increase from 1950 to 2000. The magnitude of the sulphate direct radiative effects at TOA and the surface are comparable, as sulphate is a scattering aerosol and little radiative energy is absorbed in the atmosphere. As shown in Fig. 6a and b, the negative radiative effect of sulphate is stronger during the summer monsoon season (JJA). This is consistent with the difference of sulphate column burden between the Control and SO₂,1950 experiment (shown as the solid blue line and the dashed blue lines of Fig. 4a), and indicates that more sulphate in the atmosphere during JJA reflects more solar radiation back to space, and reduces the incident solar radiation at the surface. However, the sulphate direct radiative effect is small in September, so it would appear that this does not explain the stronger decreases in surface temperature and precipitation at that time.

The blue lines in Fig. 6a and b show the monthly sulphate combined radiative effect at TOA and the surface averaged over East Asia. When the decrease of cloud droplet size is taken into account, the negative radiative effect of sulphate is significantly intensified in April, May and September. The monthly variation of the sulphate combined radiative effect is similar to the variation of surface temperature and precipitation, especially in September, the stronger negative sulphate radiative effects being co-located with stronger cooling at the surface and the stronger reduction in precipitation. In general, the sulphate combined effect is larger than the sulphate direct effect. This is because with larger low cloud fraction in April and September over East Asia (as shown in Fig. 7), the sulphate-cloud interaction becomes important, especially in September.

Figure 8a shows the geographical distribution of the eighteen-year sulphate combined effect (all-sky) at the surface in September. It is negative over East Asia with the centre over the lee side of the Tibetan Plateau where low cloud fraction is large. This suggests an important role for indirect effect and additional off-line simulations changing only cloud properties show that the sulphate 1st indirect effect accounts for 66% (−2.11 Wm⁻², see also Fig. S14) of the combined effect (all-sky).

Figure 8b shows the eighteen-year mean changes in surface temperature in September due to sulphate increase (Control minus SO₂,1950). Surface temperature has a negative
Fig. 6. (a) 18-yr monthly area-mean sulphate radiative effect (Control minus SO$_2$1950) at TOA over East Asia (20–45° N, 100–122° E). (b) Same as (a), but for surface. (c) 18-yr monthly area-mean black carbon radiative effect (Control minus SO$_2$1950) at TOA over East Asia. (d) Same as (c), but for surface. Units: W m$^{-2}$. Black line is direct-only effect, grey shading is standard deviation. Blue line is combined effect, blue shading is standard deviation.

Fig. 7. Vertical profile of liquid water content of stratiform cloud in CONTROL experiment average 20–45° N, 100–122° E.

change which is consistent with the sulphate combined effect at the surface. Surface temperature decreases over southeastern China, central China, the southern slopes of the Tibetan Plateau and parts of the Indochina Peninsula. Figure 8c shows the eighteen-year mean changes in precipitation in September (Control minus SO$_2$1950). The precipitation significantly decreases over central China, south-western China and parts of the Indochina Peninsula. Since the change in precipitation over East Asia can be contributed to different factors rather than aerosol, e.g. ENSO, GHGs, it is unfair to compare this result with observation trend. However, Zhai et al. (2005) shows a generally decrease in precipitation throughout eastern China using daily precipitation date of 740 rain gauges.

There are two mechanisms that can be used to explain the decrease of precipitation over East Asia. One is that the local evaporation will decrease as the surface temperature decreases. However, the decrease of local evaporation in September (-0.11 mm day$^{-1}$ over East Asia) is too small to explain the precipitation decrease (-0.82 mm day$^{-1}$). Another explanation is that the change in surface temperature will induce changes in monsoon circulation. As the land surface temperature is decreased, the thermal contrast between land and ocean is also weakened. Therefore, the moisture transport is also weakened. For the EASM, the transportation of moisture mainly comes from two passages: from the Pacific Ocean in the east and Indian Ocean in the west.

To examine the changes in EASM circulation, the eighteen-year mean change of vertically integrated (from surface to 700 hPa) moisture flux and moisture flux divergence are examined for sulphate change, and is shown in Fig. 8d. Both the geographical patterns and magnitudes of changes in moisture flux divergence are consistent with changes in precipitation, suggesting that changes in the moisture transported from the adjacent oceans is the major factor contributing to precipitation decrease over East Asia. The changes of moisture flux as sulphate increases show a weakening of the EASM low level circulation. Both of the moisture transportation passages are weakened.

Fig. 8. (a) Eighteen-year mean net radiative flux (downward is positive) in September due to sulphate combined effect (Control minus SO$_2$1950). Units: W m$^{-2}$. The blue box indicates East Asia (20–45$^\circ$ N, 100–122$^\circ$ E), the area mean value is shown above the top-right corner of the blue box. (b) Eighteen-year mean change in surface temperature in September for sulphate experiment. Units: K. (c) Eighteen-year mean change in precipitation in September for sulphate experiment. Units: mm day$^{-1}$. (d) Eighteen-year mean change in vertical integrated (surface to 700 hPa) moisture flux (vector, Units: kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) and moisture flux divergence (shaded, units: kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) for BC experiment. Significant changes exceed 95% confidence level are hatched.

4.2 Black carbon experiment

Figure 5b shows monthly changes of surface temperature and precipitation due to the increase of BC averaged over East Asia. Unlike the responses in the sulphate experiment in which both surface temperature and precipitation consistently decrease, the sign of responses of surface temperature and precipitation in the black carbon experiment are varied. However, similar to the sulphate experiment, both surface temperature and precipitation decrease significantly in September.

The black lines in Fig. 6c and d show the monthly BC direct radiative effects at TOA and the surface averaged over East Asia (20–45$^\circ$ N, 100–122$^\circ$ E). Unlike the sulphate direct radiative effect which has comparable value between TOA and the surface, the BC direct radiative effect has opposite signs at the TOA and surface: positive at TOA and negative at the surface. An increase in the BC concentration led to more solar radiation being absorbed by black carbon. As more solar radiation is absorbed, less reaches the surface, thus a negative radiative effect is shown at surface. However, the surface-atmosphere as a whole gains energy, therefore, a positive radiative effect at TOA.

The blue lines in Fig. 6c and d show the monthly BC combined effects at TOA and the surface averaged over East Asia. Since BC does not act as CCN in the model, the change of cloud droplet size is not considered in the combined effect (as shown in Fig. 4b). Even though the low cloud fraction is
not significantly changed in BC_{1950} experiments (red line in Fig. 4c), the increases of low level cloud in September are bigger than that in Control experiment. Figure 9 shows the change of low cloud fraction due to BC changes (Control minus BC_{1950}) in September. The significant decrease of low level cloud is over the lee-side of the Tibetan Plateau, where the low cloud cover is building up during September. This local decrease in low cloud fraction cannot be seen when averaged over East Asia as in Fig. 4c, but it will change the BC radiative effects regionally.

Figure 10a shows the BC combined radiative effect in September. The BC direct radiative effect is compensated by a decrease in low cloud cover over the lee side of the Tibetan Plateau. This is because the increased BC concentration exerts a negative radiative effect at the surface, but as low cloud cover is reduced due to BC heating, more solar radiation reaches the surface which partially compensates for the BC direct radiative effect. In the additional off-line simulation changing only cloud properties (see Fig. S14), the changes in low-cloud offset 1.2 Wm\(^{-2}\) radiative flux at the surface and this accounts for 30% of the BC direct radiative effect. Comparing the sulphate combined radiative effect to the BC combined radiative effect at the surface, the patterns are different, and the responses of the EASM are also different.

Figure 10b shows the eighteen-year mean changes of surface temperature in September in the BC experiment. Compared to the sulphate experiment, the extent of the surface temperature decrease is smaller; it is only significant over south-eastern China and parts of central China; the magnitude is also smaller. Figure 10c shows the eighteen-year mean changes of precipitation in September in the BC experiment. The decrease of precipitation in the BC experiment is weaker, and is mainly over central China. Figure 10d shows the eighteen-year mean change of vertically integrated (from surface to 700 hPa) moisture flux and moisture flux divergence in September in the BC experiment. In comparison with the sulphate experiment, only the eastern passage of moisture transport is weakened. Thus the weakening of the EASM circulation is less in the BC experiment, and the reduction in precipitation is less when compared to the sulphate experiment.

5 Conclusions and discussions

In this study, experiments using HiGAM with an interactive aerosol scheme show that the EASM in the model is altered when local emissions of either sulphate and black carbon aerosols are increased from 1950 to 2000 levels. Compared with previous studies, the intra-seasonal variation in monsoon features as a result of the aerosol changes has been looked at in more detail. It is found that the impacts of aerosols are more significant during the withdrawal phase of the EASM (September) rather than active phase (JJA). We also evaluated separately the direct, indirect and semi-direct effects of aerosol thus this study is able to highlight the different mechanisms responsible for change in EASM depending on the type of aerosol considered. For sulphates:

- The direct radiative effect cools the surface but not enough to alter the EASM.
- The indirect radiative effect on cloud droplet size is large in September due to the vertical coincidence of aerosol and low level cloud.
- The cloud albedo is increased and the surface temperature cools over a wide region of East Asia.
- The decrease in land-sea thermal contrast weakens the circulation, transporting less moisture from both ocean basins.

For black carbon:

- The direct radiative effect is the major factor contributing to changes in EASM in September.
- Low level cloud cover decreases as the absorption of solar radiation by BC heats the atmosphere.
- The direct radiative effect is regionally compensated by decreased low level cloud over Sichuan basin as more solar radiation reaches the surface (From $-3.2$ Wm\(^{-2}\) to $-2.9$ Wm\(^{-2}\)).
The decrease in land surface temperature is mainly over southeastern China, and compared to the sulphate experiment, the weakening of moisture transport exists only from Pacific Ocean.

How robust is this study? The atmospheric GCM means that the aerosol impact on SST and feedbacks of SST changes in aerosols have not been considered. However, the likely SST change can be estimated using averaged aerosol radiative effect at the surface and averaged ocean mixed layer depth, as

\[
\Delta S = \rho c_p \frac{\Delta F}{\Delta z} \Delta t.
\]

\(\Delta S\) is change of SST in \(\Delta t\) of time, \(\rho\) is density of sea water, \(c_p\) is constant-pressure heat capacity of sea water, \(\Delta F\) is changes of the net radiation reaching the surface over the ocean as calculated in off-line E-S code (as shown in Fig. 8a). \(\Delta z\) is the depth of the averaged ocean mixing layer. The estimated SST changes indicate that the change in SST caused by aerosol is not significantly greater than internal variation of SST, which is about 0.6 K month\(^{-1}\).

If the internal mixing rather than the external mixing of aerosol were considered, the response of EASM may be different since the contributions from direct and indirect aerosol effects are different. For example, the direct effects from both sulphate and BC will decrease (Lesins et al., 2002), and, since BC can become coated with sulphate to act as CCN, the indirect effect considering cloud droplet size change could be stronger. Additionally, mineral dust may also affect the EASM. However, the impact of dust is not included in this study as anthropogenic aerosols are the main focus, and
trends in dust over the same period are not clear (Lee and Sohn, 2011).

Despite limitations, this study is the first to consider impact of local emissions of aerosol on EASM. The results suggest that changes in aerosol and the subsequent changes in cloud can affect the monsoon circulation and precipitation. Given the hypothesised reduction in aerosol emissions by 2100 according to latest emission scenarios from IPCC CMIP5 (e.g., van Vuuren et al., 2007; Fujino et al., 2006), this study is relevant to predicting future changes in the East Asian Summer Monsoon.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at: http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/1521/2013/acp-13-1521-2013-supplement.pdf.
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